4D seismics. See time lapse seismic absorption, 7
acoustic impedance, 7
AGC (automatic gain control), 112, 116
Aki–Richards equation, 16, 99
amplitude conformance to structure, 136
amplitude scaling, 22
with offset, 120
amplitude spectrum, 23
angle gather, 116
angle stack, 21, 116
anisotropy, 7, 114
azimuthal, 86
correction in deviated wells, 190
HTI, 82
Ruger’s equations, 84, 87
Ryan-Grigor relation, 84
Thomsen parameters, 83
determination from seismic, 115
TTI, 82
VTI, 82
effect on migration, 114
Archie coefficients, 154
attenuation, 26
effect on seismic wavelet, 27
AVO classes, 58
crossplot, 59, 93, 107
effect of noise, 107
gradient, 15
calculation, 21, 123
hydrocarbon contact, 60
intercept, 15
low saturation gas, 65
plot, 17
positive, negative, 58
projection for fluid, 92, 95
projection for lithology, 92, 95
statistical modelling, 90
Backus average, 38
bad hole effects, 181
bandlimited impedance, 102
bandwidth enhancement, 30
Batzle–Wang equations, 165
Bayesian inference, 219
Brie fluid mixing, 188
bulk modulus, 11

calibrated velocity log, 39
carbonates, 144
checkshots, 38
chi angle projection, 93
clay-sand mixture elastic properties, 72
CMP gather, 4
collocated cokriging, 229
coloured inversion, 105
compaction, effect on rock properties, 62
compressibility, 11
constant cement model, 174
crossplot, 59, 93, 107
density log, 178
depth to time conversion, 38
drift correction, 39
detectability, 37
deterministic inversion, 198
DHE, 125
Bayesian combination, 247
calculated, 39
checklist, 247
prospect risking, 247
relative importance, 250
Yegua trend, 249
dipole shear log, 179
displaced and laminated shale, 72
Dix equation, 20
dry clay properties, 163, 165
dry rock moduli, relation to porosity, 162
dry rock Poisson’s ratio, 169
earth reflectivity spectrum, 31
effective porosity, 166
effective pressure, 78
elastic impedance, 98
elastic inversion, 209
Extended Elastic Impedance (EEI), 99
Faust’s relation, 157
fizz gas, 66, 129
flat spots, 135
fluid fill
and AVO response, 65
effect on elastic parameters, 63
fluid parameters, 163
fluid substitution without \( V_s \), 186
fracture orientation from AVO, 88
fractured reservoirs, 146
Fresnel zone, 35
Friable sand model, 174
Gardner’s relations, 151
Gassmann’s equation, 159
dry rock parameters, 161
in laminated sand/shale, 193
in shaley sands, 191
gradational boundaries, 77
gradient impedance, 99
Greenberg–Castagna relations, 154
Gregory–Pickett VS prediction, 169
Han’s relations, 154
Hashin-Shtrikman bound, 70, 150
Hilterman’s equation, 16
Hooke’s Law, 7
inclusion models, 175
intercept × gradient attribute, 127
interference, 72
inversion correction, 187
inversion background model, 203
for density, 211
for \( \rho_p \) and \( \mu_p \), 210
model based, 199
output QC, 208
sparse spike, 198
stochastic, 213
isotropy, 7
kriging, 228
Lamé parameters, 13
lateral resolution, 35
log QC and editing, 181
MacBeth pressure relations, 172
marine seismic acquisition, 3, 112
mineral elastic properties, 164
modified Shuey equation, 95
modified Voigt bound, 70, 150
multi-layered reservoirs, 133
multiple removal, 113
Murphy $V_p - V_s$ quartz line, 155
near and far stacks, 6
AVO estimation, 97
near-surface effects, 112
net pay estimation, 229
NMO, 5
higher order correction, 114
stretch, 118
offset, 3
offset scaling, 120
offset to angle conversion, 19
organic shale Vp - Vs, 155
overpressure and AVO, 78
P wave, 10
patchy saturation, 188, 240
Poisson's ratio
definition, 13
hydrocarbon sands, 14
quartz, 14
polarity
negative standard, 10
positive standard, 10
SEG normal and reverse, 10
pore geometry
and rock properties, 70, 72
pore space modulus, 162
porosity change, effect on rock
moduli, 172
preserved amplitude processing, 110
pressure
and 4D seismic, 79
effect on rock moduli, 172
effect on seismic response, 77
pre-stack simultaneous inversion, 210
probabilistic AVO interpretation, 221
Q, 27
as direct hydrocarbon indicator, 28
compensation, 29
QC of inversion output, 201
Radon demultiple, 113
Rayner–Hunt–Gardner equation, 153
reflection coefficient, 7
reserves estimation, 251
reservoir properties
from deterministic inversion, 223
from geostatistics, 228
resistivity–sonic relations, 157
Reuss bound, 70, 150
S wave, 10
seismic geometry, 3
shallow gas attenuation effect, 112
shear log QC, 182
shear modulus, 11
shear wave splitting, 87, 128
shot gather, 3
Shuey equation, 15
simulated annealing, 200
smectite–illite transition, 63
sonic logs, 179
spectral blueing, 31
spectral equalisation, 118
spherical divergence, 3, 111
SRME (Surface-Related Multiple
Elimination), 113
stacking, 5
stacking velocity, 20
structure-oriented filter, 31
supergather, 122
surface consistent corrections, 112
thin beds, 75
tight sands fluid substitution, 193
time lapse seismic, 235
timelapse seismic, 135
geomechanical effects, 243
Lumley scorecard, 246
NRMS, 244
processing, 245
repeatability, 243
total porosity, 168
transmission coefficient, 8
trim statics, 119
true amplitude processing.
See preserved amplitude
processing
tuning
curve, 33
net sand estimation, 75
thickness, 33
variogram, 228
vertical resolution, 33
Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP)
corridor stack, 41
principle, 40
processing, 41
walk-above, 42
Voigt bound, 70, 150
Voigt–Reuss–Hill average, 151
$V_p - V_s$ relations, miscellaneous
lithologies, 155
Walden robust fit, 123
wavelet, 8
Butterworth, 28
constant phase, 24
estimation from well tie, 43
intercept phase, 45
linear phase, 24
minimum phase, 24
optimum length, 46
Ormsby, 28
phase ambiguity, 51
Ricker, 28
zero phase, 23
wedge model, 17, 32
well synthetics, 17
well tie, 43
best match location, 46
NMSE, 45
offset scaling, 56
PEP, 44
stretch and squeeze, 47, 51
Woo'd equation, 70, 165
Wood's equation, 70, 165
Wyllie time average equation, 152
Xu–Payne model, 176
Xu–White model, 175
zero phasing, 29
Zoeppritz equation, 14